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From: "HUG, Martin" <mth@nei.org>
To: <dmbl @nrc.gov>
Date: 04/30/2007 2:57:02 PM
Subject: May 11 th NRC public meeting

Dan

In preparation for the May 11th ALWR Emergency Preparedness public
meeting you sent NEI a list of specific subject matter areas (the high
level bullets below) NRC will provide information on during the first
half of the meeting. You invited NEI to send NRC in advance of the
meeting specific discussion topics the NEI ALWR EP Task Force would like
to see covered. Based on questions submitted by the ALWR EP Task Force,
NEI requests NRC to expand on the following areas (lower level bullets
under each of the NRC topic areas):

Regulatory requirements

No additional areas

Guidance Documents

* Describe expectations for a transition plan. Some

emergency plan changes may only be interim (example - evacuation plans
for construction site) and others will be final plan requirements (table
B1 requirements). The transition plan would describe when the NRC
approved emergency plan changes would be implemented in the site
emergency plan and in some cases be removed from the plan when no longer
required. For a transition plan, it may be impossible to specify actual
dates because the COLA may be approved for a period of time. Is it
appropriate to specify milestones in a transition plan and tie these
millstones to major construction activities? Will specific guidance on
the requirements of transition plans be made available? Is it up to
each licensee to develop an approach? Will the transition plan be open
to RAI's?

* Requirements state that offsite plans should be
submitted. Applicants assume this means State and Local plans in
support of the 10 mile planning zone.

* ITAAC

* Applicants assume ITAAC may be be applied to offsite

facilities, equipment and emergency plans._
* As part of the COLA process, commitments to supply

additional information as it becomes available may be necessary. For
instance radiological instrument set points, specified in the Emergency
Action Levels, may not be available at the time of the COLA application.
What type of licensing alternative to ITAAC could be used to make a
commitment for this information once available? Where would these
commitments be placed?

* Provide examples of level of detail required in ITAAC.
Specifically in the area of acceptance criteria.

* Shift Staffing

* For a Brown Field site, using a site plan, applicants
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are assuming Table B1 requirements approved in SER's for the existing
units, extend to the new units.

* EALs

* Discuss use of 99-01 Revision 4 or 5 for non-passive

plants.

ERF - Emergency Response Facilities

* There are a number of possible options for TSC location.

Can NRC comment on the options:

* Common TSC for existing units and a TSC for

each of the proposed units (this is the option covered under the current
AP1 000 design)

* Designated TSC inside either existing unit or in
new unit that would service all units

* Common TSC inside the PA but TSC is not
contained inside any one of the units (for instance may be in the
basement of an admin building inside the PA.)

* Common TSC outside the PA.

* A number of utilities utilize a common EOF typically off

site at the utilities corporate office. If a company is licensed for
this approach, applicants assume that method of providing for a EOF is
extended to the new Units (Brown or Green Field).

ETE

* For Brown Field site, discuss NRC expectations for use

of the ETE data in updating existing offsite plan.
* Discuss expectations for population growth discussion in

ETE. If population growth is predicted, what about assumptions for
infrastructure (additional roads). What is the basis for requirement to
project population growth over the life of the plant (current guidance
requires an update to the ETE when significant populations changes
occur). Why does this requirement not extend to new plants?

* Discuss guidance documents that should be used for
preparation on ETE.

Offsite Plan reviews

* What is the status on FEMA plans to use contractors to

review EP COLA's? Does FEMA still plan on a training program to train
the contractors?

* RG 1.206 describes the COL application requirements to
address the relevant FEMA requirements contained in 44 CFR Part 350, 351
and 352. Some FEMA Regions have stated to industry that the Region will
do a full 350 review while others indicate that a full 350 review is not
required. What other documents or memorandum should be considered?
What is the current FEMA review plan?

* Is FEMA developing review criteria similar to the NRC's
review template?

* What is FEMA expectation concerning addressing the yet
to be built Units in the existing off site plan?
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Exercise and inspections

No additional areas

NEI would like to thank the NRC for the opportunity to submit this
information in advance of the meeting. Industry looks forward to the
discussion on May 11 th.

Marty Hug

Sr. Proj. Mgr. EP
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nuclear, clean air energy.

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. The
information is intended solely for the use of the addressee and its use by any other person is not
authorized. If you are not the intended recipient, you have recieved this communication in error, and any
review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the contents of this communication is strictly prohibited.
If you have recieved this electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by
telephone or by electronic mail and permanently delete the original message.

CC: "NELSON, Alan" <apn@nei.org>, "HUG, Martin" <mth@nei.org>
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